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Looking for simple solutions for today's problems: computer viruses, traffic that drives you

crazy, and an overextended schedule?There's an easy way to incorporate magic into your life

without adding more stress to it. Everyday Magic updates the ancient arts to fit your busy

lifestyle. It promotes the use of modern convenience items as viable magical tools, and it

incorporates the use of easy-to-find spell ingredients—most of which are already in your

kitchen cabinet. It discusses the items and forces that boost magical work, as well as offering a

multitude of time-saving tips and a large assortment of recipes for creating your own incenses,

potions, and powders. More than 300 spells and rituals cover the everyday concerns of the

modern practitioner.Set your spell into motion and speed up the results with "magical

boosters"Magnify your focused intent and energy flow with herbs, flowers, trees, and

stonesLearn how to perform ancient arts with modern tools: your coffee maker, blender and

crock potMake your own magical powders, sachets, bath salts, potpourris, incenses and

oilsDiscover the secret to success in magical workingsPractical spells for more than 300

purposes1999 COVR Award Winner

Dorothy Morrison has a daring point of view that magic is not just compatible with technology--

the two can actually help one another. Since technology has made our lives more productive,

surely it can enhance our magic too. (Have you ever thought of making your herbal infusions in

an automatic-drip coffeemaker?) Technological assistance with magic is only part of the story.

Morrison has filled a grimoire with charms that protect from car trouble and ensure the safe

and timely arrival of luggage while traveling, and spells to keep a computer from crashing,

which makes life in the 20th century a little less harrowing. Rather than fighting the progress of

the electronic age, Morrison has tapped into the wealth it has to offer, and she shares her

discoveries with anyone adventurous enough to try them. --Brian Patterson --This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorOriginally from Texas, Dorothy Morrison

now lives the magical life in Maine with her family. Dorothy is a member of the Pagan Poet's

Society and a charter member of M.A.G.I.C., a magical writer's and artist's organization.

Dorothy is a Wiccan High Priestess of the Georgian Tradition, and has been an avid

practitioner of the ancient arts for more than twenty years. She founded the Coven of the

Crystal Garden in 1986, and spent many years teaching the Craft of Wicca to students both in

the United States and in Australia.A former state championship archer and bow hunter,

Dorothy's current interests include Tarot work, magical herbalism, stonework, and computer

networking.Dorothy's work has been published in many journals and magazines, including

Circle Network News, SageWoman, and Crone Chronicles. She is the author of the acclaimed

Everyday Magic, Magical Needlework, In Praise of the Crone, Yule, Bud, Blossom & Leaf: The

Magical Herb Gardener's Handbook, The Craft, and The Craft Companion, among other

works.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review1999 COVR Award

Winner--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the PublisherOne of the

things I really enjoy in a book is practicality. I want something that applies to me. And Everyday

Magic does exactly that. It applies to me, and you, today and every day.Instead of conjuring an

image of Shakespeare's "Double, double, toil and trouble," women stirring a cauldron, Dorothy

Morrison's modern Wiccan methods use a drip coffee maker and a slow cooker. Instead of

preventing an attack on a castle, this book has chants to make sure your scanner and printer



work properly. This is a book of magic for today!Because our days are so filled with things we

have to do, we are all short of one precious commodity: time. So the spells, rituals, exercises

and methods here are quick to do. For example, if you need to alleviate fear, simply write down

your fears on a piece of paper. Then tear up the paper and put the scraps in a fire-proof dish.

Sprinkle Mars incense (the formula -- and how to make it -- is given, of course) on top of the

scraps and light it. After it is burnt out, flush the ashes down the toilet. Simple. Easy. Done with

everyday objects. But it is also very powerful!No matter what your level of magical practice,

you're going to find this book is very helpful to you. The methods for using modern tools alone

will have you wondering why you didn't use them before. The magical methods of dealing with

modern life will have you smiling and running out to try them right away!Many people say that

Wicca is very old. But it is also new and fresh and young -- and capable dealing with any

difficulties that may arise in your life. This book is proof of that. Why not get a copy and

discover it for yourself?--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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About the AuthorDorothy Morrison lives the magical life in the boot heel of Missouri with her

husband and teenage son. They share their home with two feisty Labrador Retrievers, Sadie

Mae and Jonah, various tropical fish, and a large assortment of African violets. She is a

Wiccan High Priestess of the Georgian Tradition and founded the Coven of the Crystal Garden

in 1986. An avid practitioner of the Ancient Arts for more than twenty years, she teaches the

Craft to students throughout the United States and Australia. She is also a member of the

Pagan Poet’s Society.An archer and bowhunter, Dorothy regularly competes in outdoor

tournaments and holds titles in several states. Her other interests include Tarot work, magical

herbalism and stonework, and computer networking with those of like mind.Llewellyn

PublicationsWoodbury, MinnesotaCopyright InformationEveryday Magic © 1998 by Dorothy

Morrison.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or reproduced in any matter

whatsoever, including Internet usage, without written permission from Llewellyn Publications,

except in the form of brief quotations embodied in critical articles and reviews.As the purchaser

of this e-book, you are granted the non-exclusive, non-transferable right to access and read the

text of this e-book on screen. The text may not be otherwise reproduced, transmitted,

downloaded, or recorded on any other storage device in any form or by any means.Any

unauthorized usage of the text without express written permission of the publisher is a violation

of the author’s copyright and is illegal and punishable by law.First e-book edition © 2012Cover

design: Kevin R. BrownCover images: © Digital Stock & PhotodiscEditing: Barbara WrightBook

design and project management: Amy RostFirst EditionSeventeenth Printing, 2009The poems

attributed to Merry and Kalioppe are used with permission from these poets.Llewellyn

Publications is an imprint of Llewellyn Worldwide Ltd.Llewellyn Publications does not

participate in, endorse, or have any authority or responsibility concerning private business

arrangements between our authors and the public.Any Internet references contained in this

work are current at publication time, but the publisher cannot guarantee that a specific

reference will continue or be maintained. Please refer to the publisher’s website for links to

current author websites.The recipes and remedies in this book are not for commercial use or

profit. The contents are not meant to diagnose, treat, prescribe, or substitute consultation with

a licensed healthcare professional.Llewellyn PublicationsLlewellyn Worldwide Ltd.2143

Wooddale DriveWoodbury, MN 55125www.llewellyn.comManufactured in the United States of

AmericaDedicationTo all who instinctively sing to the tune of Nature, dance to the melody of

magic, and sway rhythmically to the beat of the Universe.In Memory of…My father, Ed, and my

sister, JoAnna, whose zest for living was a constant source of inspiration to me. Thank you for

encouraging me to follow my heart, for showing me the joys of free-spiritedness, and for

teaching me that the cost of individuality is always worth the price. I miss you both. Rest

peacefully until next we meet.George “Pat” Patterson, founder of the Georgian Tradition and

Church of Wicca, Bakersfield, who passed into the Summerland before we could meet, but

who left his imprint on both my magical and mundane lives. Your work taught me the magic of

diversity. Blessed be, Pat!ContentsacknowledgmentsintroductionPart OneAncient Arts, Modern

Solutionschapter oneMagical Boosterschapter twoThe Gifts of Naturechapter threeModern

Tools for Ancient Artschapter fourLiving the Charmed LifePart TwoModern Magic for Busy

Folks:A GrimoireAbuseAcceptanceAddictionAngerAnxietyApathyAttentionAutomobilesBalance

BeautyBusiness SuccessChangeChildbirthCleansingCommunicationComputersComputer

PeripheralsConsecrationCourageCreativityDaily BlessingsDepressionDietingDivinationDivorce

DreamsEloquenceEmpathyEnemiesEnergyFearFertilityFocusForgivenessFriendshipGamblingG



ardeningGoalsGossipGroundingHabitsHandfasting/WeddingHarmonyHealth and HealingHeartb

reakHomeHungerHuntingImaginationInspirationIntuitionJobsJoyJudgmentJusticeKnowledgeLe

adershipLegal MattersLiberationLost ItemsLoveLuckLustMagicMeditationMenopauseMental

AbilityMoneyNegative EnergyNew EndeavorsNightmaresObstaclesOpportunityParking

PlacesPassionPeaceful SeparationPetsPremenstrual Syndrome (PMS)PowerProblem

SolvingProtectionPsychic AbilityPsychic AttackSexual HarassmentSleepStinging

InsectsStrengthStressSuccessTheftTimeTrafficTravelUnwanted

GuestsVictoryVisionWarWeatherWisdomWishesafterwordThe Appendicesappendix aThe

Magical Uses ofHerbs, Plants, and Flowersappendix bThe Magical Uses of Stonesappendix

cDeities and Their Magical Associationsglossarybibliographyherbal

warningsacknowledgmentsthe birthing of a book isn’t much different than the birthing of a

human baby. After the ecstasy of conception, you realize that the actual birth process is a

culmination of the influences, efforts, and talents of others, and that you are only the vessel

from which the baby is delivered. That being the case with this book, many thank yous are in

order but most especially to the following for their roles as midwives, nurses, and birthing

coaches.To the Muses, Who insisted that I take note of Their endless ideas and words of

advice, even when it meant jolting me awake in the middle of the night.To Sarasvati, Goddess

of writing, eloquence, and words, Whose steadfast efforts created sentences and paragraphs

from even the most vague of thought patterns.To the Lord, Lady, and Ancients, Whose loving

guidance and enthusiastic encouragement prompted me to share these non-traditional

techniques with the rest of the world.To “The Greenman”—my husband and my friend—who

constantly inspires me with his love of the woods and his treatment of the sacred rites of life,

death, and rebirth.To my adopted parents, A. J. and Sandy, who love me just the way I am—

stubborn streak and all.To Trish, my friend and mentor, who kicks me in the butt when I need it,

makes me laugh when I don’t think I can, and inspires me with the wisdom of experience.To

Gay, who taught me that survival of the mundane comes only from living a truly magical life

and that, with enough practice, even an Earth Goddess can follow a bouncing ball tossed into

the air by the horns of Aries.To Hannah, Vicki, InaRae, Julie, Endora, Linda Lee, Randi,

Vivienne, and all the other members of my extended family who sent long-distance hugs and

smiles when I needed them most.To Arwen Nightstar, who graciously allowed the use of her

release rite as a base for the “Pet Death/Euthanization Ritual,” and whose stone gifts (even

when not originally intended for me) always seem to wind up in my pocket.To Auralii, who

generously shared her “Three Sisters Morning Blessing” and allowed me to re-work it for use in

this book, and whose knack for positive thinking and spontaneous gift-giving goes

unsurpassed.But most of all, to you, the reader. Only through your efforts does magic gain

immortality and the power necessary to build a better world for future generations.Heartfelt

thanks and loving blessings to you all![contents]introductiontoday’s world is a hectic place and

living in it is a busy matter. Whether we work inside the home or out, our daily schedules read

more like novels than to-do lists. We rush about desperately trying to meet our agendas,

manage personal lives, tend to loved ones, and maybe even eke out a little time for ourselves.

It is an impossible feat. At the end of the day we succumb to exhaustion, and all we can think

about is falling into bed. Who has time to practice magic?In the days of our forefamilies, the

practice of magic didn’t seem to present the scheduling dilemma that it does today. Although

life took on a slower pace, workloads were just as heavy. For our ancestors, a normal day

involved rising early, getting to bed late, and a constant flow of hard, back-breaking work in

between. Even worse, they didn’t have today’s technology to provide workable solutions to

everyday problems. As a result, they probably had less spare time than we do today. Still, they



found time to practice the Ancient Arts.How on Earth did they do it?Our forefamilies saw the

practice of magic as a lifestyle rather than an individual set of events. They wove its power into

every fiber of their day and it lived within every breath they drew. Hence, the separation

between the worlds of the mundane and magical was virtually non-existent. Every act—

cooking, cleaning, plowing, even sleeping—became a magical operation and its completion

was a reason for celebrating the Gods.Living the magical life is a simple matter of taking a

fresh look at what magic is and what it isn’t. To start with, magic is not a practice.* It is a living,

breathing web of energy that, with our permission, can encase our every action. It is not an

exhausting process and doesn’t make our lives more difficult. Instead, it smoothes our path,

increases our energy, and raises our production levels. Most important, though, magic is a time-

saver. Incorporating it into our fast-paced, technologically driven lives can cut our workloads

and provide us with the extra time we need for fun, rest, and relaxation.But how can something

so ancient mesh with a technology-based world? The answer is simple. Magical energy relies

upon the same force that supports much of technology: electricity. A quick refresher course on

the Elements and Their vibratory forces gives us proof.A magical force that we can see and

hear flows through the core of the Fire Element and gives It life. We see it in the lithe, dancing

movement of the flame and hear it pop and crackle on the hearth fire. Because it reacts

similarly to electricity and holds a positive charge, this force is known as electrical fluid. It

relates directly to the expansion qualities of Fire.Unlike Fire, magnetic qualities flow through

the matrix of the Water Element. We feel them in the river current and see them when the tides

roll in at the rise of the Moon. This force is called magnetic fluid. It holds a negative charge and

is directly linked to the shrinking and contracting qualities of Water.The Air Element has a

special relationship with both Fire and Water. It nourishes and strengthens Fire. It changes the

density of Water, transforming It into fog, rain, sleet, and snow. Even though Fire and Water live

on opposite poles, They can mix to form steam, smoke, and lightning, but not without the help

of a mediatorial bridge or ground. Air provides the grounding force between the two.The Earth

Element contains the Elements of Fire, Water, and Air in Their most solid forms. Together They

form rock, lava, and glaciers; They make our soils rich, moist, warm, and dusty. Because Earth

actively involves the other three Elements and takes its life source from Their combination, we

call its force electromagnetic fluid.When we work with the forces of the Elements—a basic to

natural magic—we put together all the necessary components for static electricity. Whether

they know it or not, even the most stringent practitioners of the Old Ways, like their forefamilies,

work with technological forces. Because these forces already exist in an underlying fashion,

there is nothing to prevent a “surface” combination by involving them directly and allowing them

to help us in our efforts toward successful magic.Looking at magic from this angle sheds a

different light on its practices and benefits. Realizing that magic already shares a common

element with technology opens a wealth of possibilities for the use of modern convenience

items as magical tools. This in itself saves time, money, and effort—all short supply

commodities in our busy world. Couple that with the fact that magic has the capability to solve

many technological problems that we encounter today, such as computer crashes, machine

malfunction, and traffic difficulties. Soon, the matter of whether today’s lifestyle provides

enough time for magical use flies right out the window. The issue becomes, instead, whether

we really have the time not to incorporate it into our lives. Personally, I don’t think we do.

[contents]Elementary ConcoctionA drop of that essential oil—Breath of life with which we toilA

grain of sand, a world completeWithin the bottle these do meet.A spark, a flame, the Muses

lightUpon the dark face of the nightA sip, to some, the waters clearAnd these, so, too,

assemble here.Within the hazes, from the mistsGloaming’s spawn and Dew’s kissedBright Ev’n



Star and rising SunCome one, come all and join the fun!Merrybottles and jars of this and

thatBottles and jars in the cabinet keptSung free one ev’n, they danced and leaptA joy! To be

filled! A wish come true!Petals and shells and waters so blueFrom the world so wide come

grains and sandsSprinkles of words from myriad hands.Jars and bottles from the cabinet flewA

use, a use, one old but newThe song and the dance went on all dayChildren of the cabinet

come out to playClear, shining, and clean, some without lidDusty, cloudy, unwashed, “Come,”

they bid.Merrychapter oneMagical Boostersalmost anyone can work a spell, and you don’t

have to be a genius to obtain successful results. All spellwork requires is solid intent,

concentrated focus, and the ability to channel energy toward the specific direction of your

wishes. Be that as it may, the end results don’t always parallel the original vision, and if a spell

doesn’t come to fruition in twenty-one days or less, chances are it won’t work at all. Why?

Because certain cosmic forces can affect our magical efforts, and if the conditions aren’t right,

even the most carefully planned spell can fizzle out before it ever reaches its target.Working

with magical boosters is a good way to prevent such an occurrence and increase the chances

of magical success. For example, the day of the week or time of day you begin a spell could

provide the proper conditions to set the magic in motion. Using a particular Element or color in

the spellwork might speed the results. Even the way the wind blows can make a difference in

magical impact.Atmosphere and theWorking EnvironmentCreating an atmosphere conducive

to spellwork is probably the most important step you can take toward successful magic.

Atmosphere puts us in the mood, molds the frame of mind, and builds anticipation. Trying to

work in an area that doesn’t have a magical flavor is a little like trying to build a house without a

hammer. Things just don’t hold together well.Building the proper atmosphere for magic isn’t

difficult, and there is no wrong way to do it. All it takes is a small space, a little imagination, and

a few items that say “magic” to you.Some folks like to use an altar to create a magical

environment, because it reminds them that spellcasting is a spiritual kind of work. They erect

formal altars and include candles, incense, and symbols of the Lord and Lady. Others go for a

more informal look, constructing a space that doesn’t look like an altar at all, but more like an

arrangement of interesting objects. One of my altars, for example, contains a miniature rocking

chair made of grapevine and dried flowers, a basket of dried pomegranates, an antique doily, a

cobalt blue perfume bottle, several packets of seeds, and an assortment of crystals and stones.

The fact that it doesn’t look like an altar in no way hampers its magical value. In fact, some of

my most successful work began in that very space.Constructing an altar isn’t the only way to

create a magical environment. Some of the most sacred spaces in my home include a

bookshelf covered with building-block castles, a large wooden spice cabinet, a shelving unit

filled with African violets, and the wall that faces my computer desk.The point is, the working

environment you create doesn’t have to broadcast your practices for magical conductivity. The

important thing is that you feel its power when you enter the area. Feeling the power makes

you feel magical, and the person who feels magical produces potent magic.Moon PhasesThe

Moon exudes a cool, feminine, silvery-feeling energy that rules the life-giving waters of our

planet—the rains, tides, and dew—as well as those in the physical body, such as menstrual

cycles and other bodily fluids. She also rules all emotional responses. Raw, properly focused

emotion energizes magic. For this reason, many practitioners work in conjunction with a phase

of the Moon’s cycle that is in harmony with their magical intent.• WaxingThis phase occurs

when the Moon grows from dark to full. In this phase, the Moon provides the proper energy for

magical efforts requiring growth or enhancement. It is a good time for beginnings, fresh starts,

and new love and is of benefit in building businesses, friendships, partnerships, and financial

prosperity. The waxing phase also provides suitable conditions for planting herbs, developing



psychism, and increasing physical health and well-being.To seal spells performed during the

waxing Moon, use this chant or one of your own choosing:Oh, Maiden Moon, now hear my

plea:Hearken, hearken unto me!As you grow, my spell enhance—And power its magic with

Your dance.• FullThe Moon’s energy is most intense when She reaches abundant fullness. Any

magical effort, especially difficult ones, can benefit greatly from the potency of this phase. Use

the full Moon to amplify magical intent and to give spellworkings additional power.To seal spells

performed during the full Moon, use this chant or one of your own choosing:Abundant Mother,

Moon so brightHear my plea upon this night.Your fertile power lend this spell;Make it potent,

strong, and well.• WaningThe shrinkage of the Moon from full to dark is called the waning

phase, and it offers an energy suitable for recession, peaceful separation, or elimination. Use

the waning Moon to end undesirable eating patterns, break bad habits, or to remove yourself

from dysfunctional partnerships or stressful situations. Its energies favor any magical effort

requiring decrease or removal.To seal spells performed during the waning Moon, use this

chant or one of your own choosing:Oh Aging One of grace, now hear:With your guidance, this

spell steer.Remove all blocks and hesitation,And take it to its destination.• DarkSome

practitioners use this phase as a period of rest. They find it useful for regeneration, relaxation,

and gathering for the creative phase of the waxing Moon.Others prefer to use it for meditation,

psychic power enhancement, or for delving into past life memories to help them better

understand current difficulties. Dark Moon energy also lends itself to divination and matters

where truth is an issue.To seal spells performed during the dark Moon, use this chant or one of

your own choosing:I call on You, Oh Crone so wise—One Who rules the darkest skies.Come

and be my treasured Guest,And aid me on this magical quest.Sun PhasesThe Sun emits an

uncomplicated, direct masculine energy that is warm and golden-feeling. Unlike the Moon, He

moves through several different phases every day, availing the practitioner of unlimited

opportunities for immediate spellwork. His wide range of properties can boost almost any

magical effort normally aided by the Moon.• SunriseSunrise lends its energies to beginnings,

change, and cleansing. This phase is beneficial to magical workings that involve new

endeavors in employment, love, or direction in life. Rejuvenation matters such as renewing

hope and trust, good health, or even mending a broken heart also benefit from this energy.To

seal spells performed at sunrise, use this chant or one of your own choosing:Oh, Youngest

Babe, so newly born,Help me on this bright new morn.Aid this spell with Your fresh power,And

strengthen it with every hour.• MorningDuring the morning hours, the energy of the Sun

expands and becomes strong and active. Any project that requires building, growth, or

expansion works well during this phase. This is an excellent time to build upon the positive

aspects in your life, to resolve situations where courage is necessary, and to add warmth and

harmony to your home. Morning-Sun energy is also of benefit when performing plant magic or

working spells for financial increase.To seal spells performed in the morning, use this chant or

one of your own choosing:Oh Brother Sun of growing strength,Come to me and stay at

length.Wrap this spell with intensity,And add to it Your potency.• NoonThe influence of the Sun

reaches its peak at high noon. This vibration is excellent for performing efforts that involve the

mental abilities, health, and physical energy. It is also of value when charging crystals, stones,

or metal ritual tools such as athames, censors, and cauldrons.To seal spells performed at

midday, use this chant or one of your own choosing:Father Sun, of strength and might,Aid this

spell in taking flightTo its target, now please guide—Increase its power as it flies.• AfternoonAs

the Sun journeys downward, His energies take on a receptive quality. Use this phase to work

efforts involving professionalism, business matters, communications, and clarity. It is also of

benefit for spellwork involving exploration and travel.To seal spells performed in the afternoon,



use this chant or one of your own choosing:Aging One of Amber Light:Hearken! Hear me! Aid

my plight!Take this spell where it must go,And give it power that it might grow.• SunsetThe

predominant energies of sunset provide a suitable condition for spellwork requiring reduction or

alleviation. This phase lends itself to the removal of stress and confusion, hardship, and

depression, and the disclosure of deception. It is also a good time for dieting magic.To seal

spells performed at sunset, use this chant or one of your own choosing:Oh Setting Sun of

passing day,Aid me in Your gentle way.Take this spell, oh Ancient One;Give it Your strength as

You pass on.The WindsHarnessing the power of the winds can add incredible intensity to

magic. The vibrational gifts of the winds differ according to the direction from which they blow,

allowing the practitioner a vast assortment of energies for spellwork. If you can’t tell which way

the wind is blowing, simply hang a windsock outside your window.• East WindsEasterly winds

provide an excellent opportunity for spellworkings involving change, transformation, new

beginnings, and fresh perspective. They also lend their power to inspirational, communicative,

and creative ventures. They provide the perfect conditions for spell-writing, ritual creation, and

talking things over with your Spirit Guide.• South WindsThough most commonly used by

magical practitioners for relationship spells involving love, lust, and passion, southerly winds

provide us with many other opportunities. They furnish perfect background conditions for efforts

involving vitality, initiative, courage of conviction, and determination, as well as those in which

anger, jealousy, and selfishness need to be resolved.• West WindsWinds that blow from the

West have a healing, cleansing quality, making them good conductors for spellwork involving

issues on both the physical and emotional levels. They also offer conditions conducive to

strengthening the intuition and to efforts involving both mental and physical fertility and

productivity. Some practitioners also use this wind for working with matters of the heart.• North

WindsThe cold strength of northerly winds provides a suitable condition for performing efforts

of a practical nature. They provide good conditions for working with financial or home

management matters or issues where keeping a level head is important. When these winds

blow, it is a good time to plan spells you intend to work when the wind changes.Days of the

WeekEach day of the week is ruled by a different deity and has an energy field and vibration all

its own. For this reason, some magical practitioners like to perform spells on a day in harmony

with their intent. Working with the vibrations of a specific day is a great way to increase the

effectiveness, power, and success of spellwork.• SundayThe first day of the week is ruled by

the Sun. It is an excellent time to work efforts involving business partnerships, work

promotions, business ventures, and professional success. Spells where friendships, mental or

physical health, or bringing joy back into life are an issue work well on this day, too.•

MondayMonday belongs to the Moon. Monday’s energy best aligns itself with efforts that deal

with women, home and hearth, the family, the garden, travel, and medicine. It also boosts

rituals involving psychic development and prophetic dreaming.• TuesdayMars rules Tuesday.

The energies of this day best harmonize with efforts of masculine vibration, such as conflict,

physical endurance and strength, lust, hunting, sports, and all types of competition. Use them,

too, for rituals involving surgical procedures or political ventures.• WednesdayThis day is

governed by Mercury. Wednesday’s vibration adds power to rituals involving inspiration,

communications, writers, poets, the written and spoken word, and all matters of study, learning,

and teaching. This day also provides a good time to begin efforts involving self-improvement or

understanding.• ThursdayJupiter presides over Thursday. The vibrations of this day attune well

to all matters involving material gain. Use them for working rituals that entail general success,

accomplishment, honors and awards, or legal issues. These energies are also helpful in

matters of luck, gambling, and prosperity.• FridayFriday belongs to Venus, and its energies are



warm, sensuous, and fulfilling. Efforts that involve any type of pleasure, comfort, and luxury, as

well as the arts, music, or aroma (incense and perfume) work well on this day. As Venus lends

its sensuous influences to the energies of this day, use it for any magical work that deals with

matters of the heart.• SaturdaySaturn lends its energies to the last day of the week. Because

Saturn is the planet of karma, this day is an excellent time for spellwork involving reincarnation,

karmic lessons, the Mysteries, wisdom, and long-term projects. It is also a good time to begin

efforts that deal with the elderly, death, or the eradication of pests and disease.ColorColor

plays a large part in the physical world. It affects the way we feel, the way we act, our

decisions, and, often, our energy and productivity levels. A police officer, for example, is more

likely to stop a red or yellow car than one of a more subdued color. Women who wear a lot of

red and black seem to intimidate people more often than women who wear blues, greens, or

pastels. We usually think of men who wear gray suits as being conservative, while those

sporting neon colors convey a more liberal message.Color influences our lives in ways that we

don’t understand. That is because it pulls directly on our emotions and stirs the tides beneath

the surface world. Because of its direct link to the emotional pool, it is no surprise that color

also has an intense effect on magical work.Use the information below as a starting point for

incorporating color into magical work. These are only guidelines, so feel free to deviate from

them to suit your own tastes and needs.• BlackThis color is usually associated with the clergy

and ministerial figures. Wearing black deters others from gossiping about you, meddling in your

affairs, and interfering with your life. Use it in efforts that deal with separation, wisdom, and

keeping things hidden from view, as well as for calling upon the Crone aspect of the Triple

Goddess.• Pale BlueWear this shade when you feel confused, need to clear your mind, or feel

out of control. It also works well for magical workings that involve calmness, peace, tranquillity,

healing, and pleasant dreams.• Dark BlueDon this color when you feel the need to get

organized and add some structure to your life. Use it in magical efforts to invoke the Water

Element or as a general hue for calling upon feminine deities.• BrownIf you have lots of excess

energy and need to ground and center, brown is a good color for you. Try it for spells that

involve common sense, bringing stability to life, or diffusing a potentially harmful situation.•

GoldWear gold to make you feel prosperous and secure. Some magical practitioners like to use

a gold candle on the altar to represent the God.• GreenTo increase your ambition, better

accept challenges, and achieve a feeling of independence, wear green. It works well in magical

spells that deal with growth, fertility, and prosperity. Use it to invoke the Earth Element.•

LavenderTo relax, even in high-stress situations, wear lavender. Use it in magical workings that

involve the intellect, soothe erratic energy, and cause inner beauty to radiate outward.•

MauveTo gain co-operation from those around you, wear mauve. It works well in efforts that

deal with the intuition, self-trust, and self-confidence.• OrangeTo ease the blahs and increase

personal motivation, wear orange. Use it in attraction rituals and efforts that involve achieving

positive results on academic tests, business projects, and proposals.• PeachPeach is a safe,

unobtrusive, reassuring color. When you wear it, others view you as a non-threatening force in

their lives. Try it for magical efforts that deal with kindness, gentleness, sympathy, empathy, and

well-wishing.• PinkWearing the color pink stimulates self-love and can help you to become your

own best friend. This color works well in spellwork that deals with romantic love, friendship, and

harmony.• PurpleTo gain the respect of others, wear purple. (It is a terrific color for wearing on

job interviews.) Use it for rituals involving spirituality, mental ability, and psychic power, as well

as invoking the Akasha Element.• RedWear red when you need to take charge of a difficult

situation. It is especially helpful to shy people who hold positions of authority. Use this color for

efforts involving activity, passion, sexual desire, vitality, strength, and energy. It also works well



when invoking the Fire Element or the Mother aspect of the Triple Goddess.• SilverWear silver

to reduce inner turmoil and attain a peaceful state of mind. Some magical practitioners like to

use a silver candle on the altar to represent the Goddess.• TealThis shade balances the

practical side of human nature with the Spiritual Self. Wearing it makes you feel like you can

handle whatever life throws your way. Try it for efforts that deal with getting a handle on

practical matters, making decisions, and achieving balance, or in matters where gaining trust is

an issue.• TurquoiseTurquoise is a must for workaholics. Wearing it can help you to step back

and put your workload into perspective. Use it in rituals that involve stress relief, study,

knowledge retention, and finding the logic in situations where there seems to be none.•

WhiteWear white to relieve tension and to better focus on your life goals. Use it for workings

that require clarity and spiritual guidance, or use it for invoking the Maiden aspect of the Triple

Goddess. If need be, substitute white for any color suggested in spellwork; it is a culmination of

all colors in the spectrum.• YellowWear yellow if you feel like your opinions and needs fall on

deaf ears or you don’t feel like you are getting through to someone. It works well in rituals that

involve communication, creative endeavors, success, and joy. Also use it to invoke the Air

Element and the God.WordsWords are some of of the most powerful tools available for magic.

Their power comes from our constant usage of them for communication purposes. We depend

on them to convey facts and opinions. We use them to express ourselves and to share our

deepest feelings and emotions. By using them in a repetitive, positive, affirming way, we know

that it is possible to change our lives and the lives of those around us. All we have to do is grab

them up and put them to use.Spell wording doesn’t have to be pretentious or fancy. The only

real requirement is that the words clearly specify the request. When working a protection spell,

for example, you might say something like:Lord and Lady, protect mefrom all harm seen and

unseen.This type of wording is simple, but clear and concise. It powers the spell and gives it

direction.Although the example above is effective and leaves no room for cosmic

misunderstanding, the use of rhyming couplets (a poetic form in which the last word in each

pair of lines rhymes) is also a common technique for many magical people. The practice of

using couplets to rhyme spell incantations probably goes back to ancient times. The most

common reference to this practice is found in The Wiccan Rede, which says:To bind a spell

every timeLet the spell be spake in rhyme.How or when this practice began is anybody’s guess.

But more than likely, it was born of a need to memorize spells at a time when writing them

down was unwise and a danger to personal safety. Memorization ease aside, though, the main

reason for its continued use probably stemmed from the power it added to magical efforts.

Here are a few reasons you may want to consider using rhyming and couplets in your magic.1.

While direct statements guide spellwork, rhyming couplets provide a richer, smoother flow. It is

a little like using powdered paint. Dipping your finger in the powder and dabbing it on paper

leaves color, but when you add water, a whole new world comes to life. The paint has

substance, flows vibrantly across the page, and covers more area in less time. Rhyme does the

same thing for spellwork.2. Couplets give spells rhythm. This rhythm enhances the flow, helps

create the altered state of consciousness necessary to powerful magic, and supplies the

practitioner with a focal point. We learned about couplets’ focused, trance-invoking state when

as children we jumped rope to jingles and ditties. The beat of the ditty kept us on track. Yet it

often took us to another dimension where all conscious recollection of foot movement escaped.

By using rhyming couplets in spellwork, we can transport ourselves to a place between the

worlds—the place where magic begins—and still stay focused on the effort at hand.3. The use

of rhyme acts as a flexible sort of adhesive that bundles the pieces of the spell together and

holds them in place. This is important because it ensures safe passage of the spell to its final



destination, alleviating all possibility of fragmentation or dilution. Using rhyming words in a spell

strengthens the magical package we direct into the Cosmos and increases our chances of

success.In short, rhyme is a magical power tool and using it to turbo-charge your work is easy.

Take the case of the protection chant example on the previous page. We could easily re-word it

to read:Lord and Lady, protect meFrom harm I can and cannot see.Like the first version, it is

specific and to the point. However, the flow, strength, and rhythm of the rhyme give it a power

that the other version lacks. Even better, this version is easily committed to memory, a plus for

practitioners who like to work without books under their noses.Anyone can write couplets. You

don’t have to be a talented poet, and the chant you write need not be a masterpiece. Start by

writing your request, then give a few minutes of thought to changing it to rhyming form. Keep it

simple, and don’t let the search for words overwhelm you.Working in couplets might take a little

more time, but the results are well worth the effort. After all, the more of yourself you put into a

spell, the more powerful it becomes.SymbolsIn spellcasting, we combine the power of our

intellect, instinct, and imagination with things such as special words, imagery, and the forces of

Nature. Sometimes, we even embrace the energy of specific deities and use their power to add

potency to our magic. These energies flow into each other and blend together to change the

spiritual thought process and bend the mundane attitude. Directed through a symbol, though,

they gain the momentum necessary to create the physical reality we desire.We find symbols in

every aspect of life. They come in many forms, such as pictures, objects, gestures, and words.

The power of symbols is rooted in their ability to communicate with the unconscious and

subconscious minds and to change the way the conscious mind perceives the world.For

instance, if I asked you to define beetle, you would probably tell me about a hard-shelled bug.

But if I asked you about The Beatles, you would give a much different definition. That is how

symbols work—instantaneously and independently of all conscious thought and will. Because

they work on many different levels at once, they are capable of transmitting even the most

complex ideas in a form simple enough for the conscious mind to accept and

understand.When we channel energy through symbols, the mind manipulates and transforms

them into a list of possibilities that is sent directly to the Higher Self. The Higher Self checks the

list and decides upon the degree of transformation necessary to reach the desired goal. It

chooses an appropriate course of action and sets the spell in motion. Finally, it communicates

that information to the conscious mind. Suddenly, we find ourselves doing what we have to do

on a mundane level to bring the spell to fruition.Symbols not only boost spellwork but also

provide effective, automatic magic of their own. Working with them is a real timesaver. If you

have never used symbology in your spellwork, give it a try. It is the quickest way I know to

restructure your personal Universe and reinvent your personal reality.[contents]the nature

friendsTrees and flowers, herbs and stonesShare with us their Earthly home.They live and

breathe. They laugh and play.Some find new homes and move away.But others hang around a

while,To watch o’er us and cast a smileUpon us. Then they lend a handIn spreading magic

through the landBy giving us their precious gifts—Delighting as the Cosmos liftsIts gauzy veil

and spells fly in,And magic comes back out again—Then carried on the wings of birds,A

Witch’s simple words are heard—Her voice twirls softly on the winds:“Thank you all, my Nature

Friends!”Kalioppe[contents]chapter twoThe Gifts of Natureeffective spellwork relies heavily

upon focused intent and energy flow. Plant and stone vibrations, like rhyme and symbols,

provide assistance in these areas. First, they help the practitioner focus on the intent of the

work. This is important, because nothing causes a spell to fall flat more quickly than a

wandering mind. Secondly, they add harmonious energy to the work, giving it the impetus to

take flight and soar smoothly. Most important, though, the energies of stones and plants



reinforce magical intent and give definition to the work. This tells the Cosmos what we want

and, to some degree, how we expect it to happen. Because plants and stones express both

symbolic and inherent values, incorporating them in magic makes every effort a powerful

operation.HerbsHerbs are perhaps the most commonly used plants in magical workings. This

is probably because they have an inherent strength that many other plants can’t boast. Herbs

are common, hardy plants that require little tending to thrive. They survive easily within the

basic realm of the Elements. All they need is a spot of Earth, Air, a few drops of rain, and a little

sunshine for lush growth. It doesn’t matter whether you water or fertilize, talk to them or love

them. Herbs go on about their life cycles regardless, re-seeding themselves and taking up

residence wherever they please. Unlike other plants, herbs are an independent sort.

Harnessing that kind of unregimented energy and using it for spellwork brings great power to

every effort.Charging HerbsFor extra power, you can charge the herbs you decide to use in

spellwork and imbue them with the magical properties you desire. If you aren’t familiar with this

process, try the charging method described below.1. Put the herb in a bowl or saucer; use only

the amount necessary for the current spell. Put your hands over the dish and feel the energy

rising from the plant. Touch the herb with your dominant hand, close your eyes, and

concentrate on your magical need.2. Hold some of the herb in your hand and rub it between

your fingers. Feel the energy exchange flow between your fingers and the herb, charging the

plant with your magical need.3. As you finger the plant, chant something appropriate to your

need. For example, if you were charging dandelions for a creativity spell, you might

chant:Dandelions, so wild and freeGrant me creativity.Continue to chant until the power grows

and the herb feels tingly to your touch. Repeat the process with other herbs as

necessary.There are lots of ways to use herbs in magic. A few ideas are listed here.• Herbs

make powerful charms. Carry a sprig of one herb or a mixture of several to reiterate your intent

to the Universe.• Sprinkle powdered herbs through the house or use them in sachets. Mixed

with unscented talc or cornstarch, herbs make good body powders. ( If you have sensitive skin

or are prone to allergies, test these powders on a small area of skin before covering yourself

with the mixture.)• Burning herbs quickly fills the atmosphere with magical intent. Add herbs to

incense or roll anointed candles in powdered herbs.• The infusion process removes herbal

energies from dry plant material and changes them to liquid form. Herbal infusions open

several doors of opportunity to the practitioner. Use them as washes to cleanse the house, add

them to bath water, or drink them as teas. ( Before you ingest any herb, check with a reliable

herbal source to make sure it is safe for human consumption. Some herbs are poisonous.) In

oil form, use infusions to anoint the body, candles, and ritual materials.• To change a situation,

toss herb seeds on the winds while concentrating on the necessary alterations. As the seeds

sprout, transformation begins.• Growing herbs in or around your dwelling provides a living,

continuous form of communication to the Cosmos. It reminds the Universe that the connected

spell is ongoing and infinite.Many common kitchen herbs make powerful additions to magical

work. The list below outlines some magically potent herbs that most people keep on hand.•

Bay LeafUse this herb in efforts that involve athletics, competition, and victory; the removal of

negative energy; and protection from illness. It is also useful for wishing, divination, and love

spells.• ChamomileChamomile* has a multitude of magical uses. Try using it for luck in

gambling; prophetic dreams and sound sleep; protection; love; and hex-breaking.•

CinnamonThis common kitchen herb vibrates on a highly spiritual level, making it nearly

indispensable to the practitioner. Use it for efforts involving prosperity, love, lust, success,

physical energy, and divination.• ClovesThis herb works well in efforts involving lust, love, luck,

and money. Try it, too, for relieving depression, easing grief, and dispelling melancholy.•



GingerUse this herb in spellwork where the increase of psychic ability, good health, power, or

success is an issue.• LavenderThough primarily an herb of protection, lavender is also helpful

in efforts involving childbirth, love, peaceful sleep, healing, and longevity.• MugwortMany

magical practitioners call mugwort* “the Witches’ herb,” because drinking the infusion or

smoking the dried leaves brings an altered state conducive to the increase of psychic

awareness. The infusion is also used as a magical wash for scrying mirrors, crystal balls, and

pendulums.• NutmegTry this common herb in spells dealing with love, money, luck, and health.•

SageMade famous by the Native Americans for its use in smudge sticks, sage* smoke

removes negative energy and its residue from areas, buildings, and people. Try it, too, for

spellwork involving good health, fortune, wisdom, long life, and wishes.FlowersAlthough flower

energy is lighter than herbal vibrations, it is just as powerful. Floral vibrations stem from the

delicate texture of the petals and has little to do with the strength of the plant itself. In fact,

some practitioners argue that the energy of flowers is actually more potent than that of

herbs.Flowers are emotional symbols. We use them to denote special transitional occasions

like birthdays, weddings, and funerals. We send them as tokens of well-wishing, love, and

appreciation. Flowers evoke a strong emotional response from humans, and human emotion is

the matrix from which all magic flows. Thus, using flowers in magic increases its potency and

effectiveness.Charging FlowersTo charge flowers and incorporate their energy into magical

work, use the techniques listed for herbs. The methods listed below also work well for flower

buds.• Thoroughly wash several flower buds and remove the stems. Add the buds to a glass of

water and leave it overnight under the full Moon. Drink the water to receive the magical

properties of the flower. ( As with herbs, check a reliable source to make sure the flowers you

have in mind are not poisonous.)• Write a spell or incantation on a piece of paper. Place the

paper beneath the vase of a flower bud that is in harmony with the desire. When the bud

blossoms, the magical work is complete.• Inscribe a candle with your desire and place it next to

a flower bud in a vase. Burn the candle continuously, replacing it if necessary, until the bud

opens. The blossoming of the bud sets the spell in motion.
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whisperingwinds, “Gives wordings on what to say for spell work. Dorothy Morrison's book isn't

so much fantastic for her individual recipes for spells, as she is for giving you wordings for

spells that of course are just reference for you; if you don't want to use what she gives you to

say. That is always the part I struggle with, what to say during a spell....so I really find this book

helpful. If you rock on what to say during a spell, you might not like this book that much, as the

individual spells most are not that great in my opinion. Some are....I am glad I purchased this

book though.”

S. F. West, “Great read. Love the info I found here in this book, I highly recommend this book

for all ages. I had couple books from this author”

Vivianmurphy, “I really like this book because I purchase my first home by .... I really like this

book because I purchase my first home by using a ritual in this book that's how I know that

magic really work for some people.”

Madge, “Fun & Interesting. Dorothy Morrison is great, in my opinion, and this book is nothing

less than what I expected from her. This book covers spells for modern Witches (some are

serious, some are just fun, like spells for you computer), and she also gives ideas for ways to

use modern appliances for magickal work (such as blenders, coffee makers, etc.).”

Gaby Vibora, “Great book!. This is a must if you're into magic!”

ConnieRoush, “Third copy bought.... Everytime someone sees this book on my shelf, they want

to borrow it. I never get them back so I have to keep purchasing them.My favorite spell is a lost

item spell.The book is set up alphabetically and is easy to use. The spells are simple and

direct.An ecxcellent book!”

auntpitty, “GREAT BOOK. I've had a paperback copy of this book for years and now I have one

on my Kindle.Love this book.”

Austin MONTGOMERY, “A must have. Great book”

Fortuna, “Excellent book. This is the second copy of this book I have bought as my first copy

wore out from use. It is the perfect introduction to practical spells and rituals which have

modern day relevance.As well as the comprehensive guides to the spells which are divided

into sections, there is really great information to help you understand the principles of magic in



order to form your own spells.I habe tried many of the spells in the book and have never been

disappointed with the results. Whether you are just getting started or are experienced in the

craft and looking for a great addition to your grimoire, I thoroughly recommend this book.”

lolly, “Four Stars. intresting but leaves you wanting more, bit light weight”

Daniella R., “Four Stars. interesting read”

Darren, “Great for beginners. Something for everyone who truly believes”

The book by Dorothy Morrison has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 313 people have provided feedback.
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